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Abstract

Immune checkpoint inhibitors targeting programmed cell death 1 (PD-1), programmed cell death ligand-1 (PD-L1),
and others have shown potent clinical efficacy and have revolutionized the treatment protocols of a broad
spectrum of tumor types, especially non–small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Despite the substantial optimism of
treatment with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors, there is still a large proportion of patients with advanced NSCLC who are
resistant to the inhibitors. Preclinical and clinical trials have demonstrated that radiotherapy can induce a systemic
antitumor immune response and have a great potential to sensitize refractory “cold” tumors to immunotherapy.
Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT), as a novel radiotherapy modality that delivers higher doses to smaller
target lesions, has shown favorable antitumor effects with significantly improved local and distant control as well as
better survival benefits in various solid tumors. Notably, research has revealed that SBRT is superior to conventional
radiotherapy, possibly because of its more powerful immune activation effects. Thus, PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors
combined with SBRT instead of conventional radiotherapy might be more promising to fight against NSCLC, further
achieving more favorable survival outcomes. In this review, we focus on the underlying mechanisms and recent
advances of SBRT combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors with an emphasis on some future challenges and
directions that warrant further investigation.
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Background
Currently, NSCLC, which accounts for 80–85% of all lung
cancer cases, remains one of the most malignant tumors
worldwide and is a leading cause of cancer-related mortal-
ity [1]. In contrast to the advances in treatment for most
tumors that have significantly increased survival, progres-
sion in NSCLC treatment has been slow, with a 5-year

survival rate of 19% for all stages [2]. Continued explor-
ation has been conducted to attain effective treatment
protocols.
With the rapid development of immunotherapy, im-

mune checkpoint inhibitors targeting PD-1/PD-L1 have
exhibited encouraging therapeutic effects. At present, PD-
1/PD-L1 inhibitors, including pembrolizumab and atezoli-
zumab, have been recommended as first-line treatments
for advanced NSCLC patients with high PD-L1 expression
[3–7]. Compared with conventional chemotherapy,
substantially improved survival has been demonstrated in
second-line treatment [8–11]. Despite impressive
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achievements, limitations exist with only a small propor-
tion of patients benefiting from PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors
[12]. In addition, acquired resistance with unclear mecha-
nisms might eventually develop. To overcome resistance,
a great deal of exploration has been done, with combin-
ation treatment becoming the most promising protocol.
Radiotherapy is a conventional treatment that is part of

the standard of curative or palliative care for the majority
of cancers. Evidence has revealed that radiation can exert
potent immunomodulatory effects, potentially providing a
supportive immune microenvironment for antitumor im-
munity [13, 14]. SBRT, also known as stereotactic ablative
radiotherapy (SABR), is a novel radiotherapy modality
with growing evidence indicating its significant efficacy in
various solid tumors, especially early stage and oligometa-
static NSCLC [15–17]. It can deliver high doses to rela-
tively small target lesions, thus achieving more than 90%
local control and substantially improving prognosis with a
low risk of toxicity [18]. Of note, SBRT has been demon-
strated to have remarkable advantages over conventional
radiotherapy, potentially due to its more potent immune
activation effects [19, 20]. Several studies have observed
that radiation-induced antitumor immunity might be
dose-dependent, with relatively higher doses being more
powerful immunologic adjuvants [21, 22]. The superiority
of SBRT to conventional radiotherapy makes it more fa-
vorable to combine with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors to achieve
better survival benefits. To date, several preclinical and
clinical trials have been conducted to explore whether this
combination treatment has significant synergistic effects,
with several more trials still undergoing.
Herein, we review the combination of SBRT with PD-

1/PD-L1 inhibitors for the treatment of NSCLC, with
some focus on the underlying mechanisms and recent
advances. In addition, we also pose some future direc-
tions and challenges that warrant further investigation.

The potential mechanisms of SBRT and PD-1/PD-
L1 inhibitors in antitumor immunity
The role of SBRT in immunomodulation
The role of SBRT in immunomodulation has gained exten-
sive attention. Current evidence suggests that SBRT is in-
volved in a variety of immunomodulatory processes and
plays a significant role in antitumor immunity (Fig. 1) [13].
Hypofractionated radiation can upregulate the expres-

sion level of immunogenic cell surface markers such as
ICAM-1, MHC-1, and Fas in a dose-dependent manner
between 1 and 20 Gy with higher doses driving more
marker expression [22–24]. Typically, the downregula-
tion of immunogenic cell surface markers was observed
in various tumors, which is an important cause of im-
mune resistance and immune escape. The upregulation
of these markers by SBRT enables the immune system
to respond swiftly to abnormal changes in cells, thus

resulting in enhanced antitumor effects [25]. In addition,
preclinical studies have demonstrated that relatively high
dose radiation can significantly induce intracellular
stress, especially DNA damage mediated by reactive
oxygen species (ROS), leading to the occurrence of
immunogenic cell death (ICD) [26]. Evidence has shown
that ICD can promote the maturation and presentation
of dendritic cells (DCs) as well as the cross-priming of
cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), mainly mediated by
three distinct molecules, calreticulin, high-mobility
group box 1 protein (HMGB1), and ATP [26–28]. More-
over, research has found that hypofractionated SBRT
(single fraction 20–24 Gy) can trigger the exposure and
release of adequate amount of tumor associated antigens
(TAAs), especially damaged double stranded DNA
(dsDNA), via ICD, which are further ingested by DCs
and mediate the transmission of immune activation sig-
nals [29–31]. Cytoplasmic dsDNA is sensed by the cyclic
GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS)-stimulator of interferon
genes (STING) pathway to stimulate the generation of
IFN-I, a key mediator that bridges innate and adaptive
immune responses [32–34]. In addition, an increased in-
flux of CTLs and a decreased influx of Tregs have been
found in mouse tumors when irradiated with a high
single dose of 10 Gy [35]. It appears that hypofractio-
nated radiation could boost immune cell recruitment to
irradiated tumor tissue by facilitating the release of che-
mokines and altering the vascular phenotype [36, 37].
The enhanced homing of immune cells to tumors offers
a more supportive immune microenvironment to exert
an effective antitumor response.
Through its positive immunomodulatory effects, SBRT

can not only activate innate immune signaling pathways
but also potentially induce adaptive immune responses
within tumors in the radiation field as well as in distant
metastases, which is called the abscopal effect [14, 29].
Danger signals released by the effects of SBRT turn into
a very efficient in situ vaccine, resulting in the priming
of CTLs and the production of related cytokines,
especially IFN-γ, which further act on distant nonirradi-
ated metastases to appreciably inhibit metastatic tumor
progression [38]. It has been found that the expression
of IFN-γ-associated genes is significantly correlated with
the distant non-irradiated tumor response [39]. Notably,
compared with a single dose of 20 or 30 Gy, the regimen
of 8 Gy delivered in 3 fractions, though it achieved
comparable irradiated tumor control, led to increased
IFN-I gene expression and had superior abscopal effects
[31, 40].
Conversely, in addition to the positive immunomodula-

tory effect, SBRT can also induce an immunosuppressive
microenvironment. Evidence indicates that hypofractio-
nated radiation could result in a significant increase in
transforming growth factor β (TGFβ) [13]. TGFβ can not
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only affect CD8+ T cell proliferation and function but also
induce CD4+ T cells to adopt a regulatory phenotype
(Treg), thus dampening the radiation-induced antitumor
immune response. In addition, preclinical research has
shown that the ablative radiation of a single dose of 12 Gy
plays an unexpected role in the upregulation of PD-L1 ex-
pression, which is mainly dependent on IFN-γ produced
by CD8+ T cells [41, 42]. Increased PD-L1 could induce
enhanced immunosuppression by binding to its receptor
PD-1, which in turn leads to high radiation resistance. It
has been demonstrated that irradiated tumors showed
enhanced tumor-associated macrophage (TAM) infiltra-
tion, possibly attributed to the upregulation of chemo-
attractant stromal cell-derived factor 1 (SDF-1) and
colony-stimulating factor 1 (CSF-1) as well as C-X-C che-
mokine receptor type 4 [37, 43, 44]. Typically, increased
TAMs could promote tumor growth, invasion, and metas-
tasis by negatively regulating antitumor immunity, thus
leading to worse tumor suppression [45]. Moreover,
evidence has shown that SBRT with a single dose of 12Gy
or 15Gy can give rise to the recruitment of CD4 + T cells
mainly composed of Foxp3+ Tregs [25, 46]. Further, study
indicated that the Tregs increase induced by radiation was

dose-dependent with a single dose of 20 Gy doubling that
of a single dose of 2 Gy [47]. The accumulated Tregs in
the tumor microenvironment significantly abrogate anti-
tumor immune responses, which confers surviving tumor
cells with potent radioresistance. Furthermore, Vanpouille
Box et al. demonstrated that a DNA exonuclease, Trex1,
might be activated with radiation doses above 12 to 18 Gy
in a single fraction, which leads to the degradation of cyto-
solic dsDNA and further downregulates the activation of
the immune systemic response by hindering IFN-β
production and CTLs priming [40].

Targeting the PD-1/PD-L1 signaling pathway for immune
activation
PD-1 is an inhibitory transmembrane receptor of the
CD28 family that is mainly expressed in T cells, B cells,
natural killer (NK) cells, and many other tumor-
infiltrating lymphocytes [48]. PD-L1, as the PD-1 ligand,
is a transmembrane protein of the B7 family that is
mostly found on the surface of antigen-presenting cells
(APCs) as well as tumor cells. It is well acknowledged
that the interaction of PD-1 with PD-L1 could markedly
suppress the antitumor immunity of CTLs, thus leading

Fig. 1 The specific mechanisms of SBRT combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors. The supportive modulatory mechanisms include upregulation of
immunogenic cell surface markers such as ICAM-1, MHC-1 and Fas, induction of immunogenic cell death, release of tumor antigen and cytokines
as IFN, TNFα, IL-1, IL-6, and so on, and enhanced homing of immune cells to tumors. Notably, the activated immune response can further act on
distant nonirradiated metastases to appreciably inhibit metastases progression. Besides, SBRT can also induce immunosuppressive effects
involving increased release of negative cytokines like TGFβ, accumulation of radioresistant suppressor cells, and upregulation of PD-L1 expression.
The integration of PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors to SBRT could not only enhance positive immunoregulation, but also significantly attenuate negative
immune resistance, thus achieving potent anti-tumor immunity. Challenges exist to eliminate the remained suppressive effects
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to immune escape and resistance [49, 50]. Immune
checkpoint inhibitors targeting PD-1/PD-L1 could block
the negative regulatory pathway, which further makes an
effort to reinvigorate dampened T cells to exert potent
immune responses [51]. Nonetheless, the low PD-L1
expression on tumor cells and the immunologically
“cold” tumor microenvironment that lacks sufficient T
lymphocytes cause patients to be less responsive to PD-
1/PD-L1 inhibitors [52, 53].

The combination of SBRT and PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors
optimizes antitumor immunity
The immunomodulatory mechanisms of SBRT and PD-
1/PD-L1 inhibitors in antitumor immunity shed light on
the potential synergistic effect of the two in tumor treat-
ment. The combination of SBRT and PD-1/PD-L1 inhib-
itors could not only enhance positive immunoregulation
but also significantly attenuate negative immune resist-
ance, thus garnering substantial promise for superior
survival prognosis (Fig. 1).
SBRT can provide a more supportive immune micro-

environment for subsequent PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor treat-
ment. It has been demonstrated that SBRT can promote
the release of TAAs, which further induces DC matur-
ation, the cross-priming of CTLs, and lymphocyte
recruitment to tumors, thus converting immunologically
“cold” tumors to “hot” tumors [54]. Therefore, poorly
immunogenic tumors can overcome immune escape and
immune resistance to PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors by the
priming effects of SBRT [55]. In addition, it is generally
acknowledged that PD-L1 expression is one of the most
representative predictive biomarkers of PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitors. The enhanced PD-L1 expression induced by
SBRT could make patients more susceptible to subse-
quent PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors, which further attains a
high response rate and extends overall survival. Of
particular interest, increased tumor burden is associated
with a decreased efficacy of PD-1 inhibitors [56]. SBRT
could reduce disease burden through direct killing
effects and indirect immune response, which further
improves the outcomes of PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors.
PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors can attenuate radioresistance

and boost abscopal effects. A study conducted by Deng
et al. showed that PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors played an im-
portant role in reducing the local accumulation of
MDSCs induced by radiation through the cytotoxic ac-
tions of tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα) [41]. The res-
toration of CD8+ T cells after PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor
treatment induced the generation of TNFα, which fur-
ther led to the elimination of MDSCs. In addition, PD-1/
PD-L1 inhibitors can boost the abscopal effect by further
enhancing the immune response and breaking the emer-
ging limits of SBRT [57]. Of note, PD-1/PD-L1 inhibi-
tors could improve the deficiency of SBRT in not being

able to produce durable antitumor effects. It has been
shown that treatment with hypofractionated radiother-
apy alone was unable to generate durable antitumor
immunity, while it combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibi-
tors that can induce protective immunologic memory in
long-term survivors with increased memory CD8+ T
cells [41].

Current advances in SBRT and PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitors for NSCLC treatment
Advances in SBRT for NSCLC treatment
Recently, advances in SBRT for NSCLC treatment have
been promising with acceptable safety profiles. SBRT
can accurately deliver high doses with relatively small ra-
diation fractions to target tumors, resulting in minimal
damage to surrounding healthy tissues. Compared to
conventional radiotherapy, the CHISEL trial demon-
strated that NSCLC patients with SBRT treatment
showed significantly improved local control rates and
overall survival (OS) rates (2-year local failure rates, 10%
vs. 40%) [19]. In addition, a propensity-matched cohort
of 497 patients showed that SBRT is associated with im-
proved local failure rates and 3-year OS rates compared
with conventional radiotherapy (13.6% vs. 34.1% and
53.1% vs. 38.9%, respectively) [20]. Currently, it is well
accepted that SBRT has become the best alternative to
surgery in early-stage, medically inoperable NSCLC pa-
tient s[15]. Moreover, emerging evidence indicates that
SBRT and definitive surgery may not significantly differ
in survival outcomes for patients with medically oper-
able, early-stage NSCLC [16]. Further, larger direct com-
parisons of the two therapies are warranted to facilitate
the selection of the optimal treatment regimen for pa-
tients. Except for early-stage NSCLC, SBRT also exhib-
ited great potential in the treatment of advanced
oligometastatic NSCLC [17]. Two published phase 2 tri-
als both demonstrated that consolidative SBRT prior to
maintenance chemotherapy could almost triple the
progression-free survival (PFS) rate in patients with oli-
gometastatic NSCLC when compared with maintenance
chemotherapy alone, with no significant differences in
adverse effects (11.9 months vs. 3.9 months, 9.7 months
vs. 3.5 months) [58, 59]. Of particular concern, though
SBRT targeting macroscopic oligometastases could
achieve appreciable local control, the development of
new metastatic lesions after SBRT monotherapy is still
very likely, which is mainly attributed to unirradiated
microscopic oligometastases [60]. This indicates that
SBRT combined with systemic antitumor treatment may
achieve superior tumor control and further prolong
survival. Of note, based on the immunomodulatory
effect and abscopal response of SBRT, the combination
of SBRT with immunotherapy appears to be the most
promising treatment protocol for NSCLC.
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Advances in SBRT combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors
for NSCLC treatment
In recent years, preclinical and clinical trials have dem-
onstrated that radiotherapy combined with PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitors can improve immunosuppression and restore
CTL responses, thus significantly suppressing tumor
growth and prolonging patient survival (Table 1).
Preclinical studies have shown that hypofractionated

radiotherapy in combination with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors
could improve the long-term survival rate and protect
against tumor recurrence in mouse models of melan-
oma, colorectal cancer, breast cancer, and NSCLC [41,
42, 61]. For clinical trials of conventional radiotherapy
combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors, in a secondary
analysis of the phase 1 KEYNOTE-001 study, the PD-1
inhibitor pembrolizumab was demonstrated to confer a
longer PFS and OS in patients who previously received
any radiotherapy than in those without prior radiother-
apy (mPFS, 4.4 vs 2.0 months; OS, 10.7 vs 5.3 months; p
= 0.034) [62]. The further phase 2 Hoosier Cancer Re-
search Study administering consolidative pembrolizumab
after chemoradiotherapy in patients with unresectable
stage III NSCLC updated their results in the 2018 ASCO
[63]. The mPFS was 15.4 months, with 12-, 18-, and 24-
month PFS rates of 59.9%, 49.5%, and 45.4%, respect-
ively. Similarly, the phase 3 PACIFIC study compared
the PD-L1 inhibitor durvalumab as consolidation ther-
apy with placebo in patients with advanced NSCLC who
did not have disease progression after two or more cy-
cles of chemoradiotherapy [64]. Durvalumab treatment
resulted in a longer mPFS (16.8 months vs. 5.6 months)
and a higher overall response rate (ORR) (28.4% vs.
16.0%; p < 0.001) than placebo. The ETOP NICOLAS
trial conducted by Peters et al. demonstrated the treat-
ment feasibility of concurrent nivolumab combined with
chemoradiotherapy in unresectable stage III NSCLC
with manageable toxicity [65]. Recently, a nonrando-
mized controlled phase 1 trial was performed in patients
with locally advanced unresectable stage III NSCLC who
were treated with pembrolizumab and concurrent che-
moradiotherapy. The concurrent incorporation resulted
in a promising PFS of 69.7% at 12 months with generally
well-tolerated toxic effects [66]. Partial response (PR)
accounted for 74%, with complete response (CR)
achieved in 16% and stable disease (SD) in 5%. The re-
sults of further ongoing phase 2 trial are worth looking
forward to (ClinicalTrials.gov. NCT03631784).
In view of the increasing number of studies confirming

the efficacy of SBRT over conventional radiotherapy,
based on the above research findings, clinical trial stud-
ies began to explore whether SBRT combined with PD-
1/PD-L1 inhibitors can achieve substantially improved
clinical benefits. A phase I study estimated multisite
SBRT followed by pembrolizumab for metastatic solid

tumors, including NSCLC [39]. Patients enrolled in this
trial received standard SBRT to two to four metastases
with dosing ranging from 30 to 50 Gy in three to five
fractions. Pembrolizumab was administered within 7
days after the final SBRT fraction. The combination
treatment achieved high control rates in irradiated tu-
mors and responses in nonirradiated metastases. The
RECIST-based overall ORR was 13.2%. Moreover, the
mOS and mPFS were 9.6 months (95% CI, 6.5 months to
undetermined) and 3.1 months (95% CI, 2.9 to 3.4
months), respectively [39]. Likewise, a multicenter, ran-
domized phase 2 study was conducted to evaluate
whether SBRT on a single tumor site prior to pembroli-
zumab treatment potentiated antitumor immune re-
sponse in patients with metastatic NSCLC [67]. In this
study, the enrolled patients were randomized to the con-
trol arm (n = 40) or the experimental arm (n = 36) with
treatment scheduling of pembrolizumab either alone
(control arm) or after SBRT (3 doses of 8 Gy) (experi-
mental arm). The results showed that patients treated
with SBRT combined with pembrolizumab had better
mPFS and mOS rates than those treated with pembroli-
zumab alone (6.6 months vs. 1.9 months, p = 0.19 and
15.9 months vs. 7.6 months, p = 0.16, respectively). In
particular, patients with PD-L1-negative NSCLC were
observed to attain the greatest benefit from combination
treatment, with statistically significant differences in
mPFS and mOS [67]. Besides, the 2019 ASTRO pub-
lished a phase II prospective trial result in patients with
metastatic NSCLC who received SBRT after progression
on pembrolizumab treatment [68]. Of the 56 patients
enrolled in this trial, 21 patients suffered from disease
progression after pembrolizumab monotherapy and re-
ceived SBRT treatment. The final result reported that
the addition of SBRT after progression on the PD-1 in-
hibitor led to increased PFS with a systemic response
rate of 9.52% and a disease control rate of 57.14%. Not-
ably, the substantially improved PFS was associated with
an increased TIL score, the presence of an immune-
related adverse event, and relative T cell activation sta-
tus. Moreover, a phase I study conducted by Kelly et al.
explored the efficacy and safety of atezolizumab plus
SBRT for patients with medically inoperable early-stage
NSCLC [69]. The preliminary results updated in the
2020 ASCO indicated that the combination treatment
was a feasible choice with no significant additional toxic-
ities. In addition, favorable efficacy is worth expecting in
further a randomized phase III trial SWOG/NRG S1914.
Except for single immune checkpoint inhibitors com-
bined with SBRT, dual checkpoint inhibitors with SBRT
showed impressive tumor control and survival benefits
as well. A phase I trial has been performed to evaluate
concurrent or sequential ipilimumab, nivolumab, and
SBRT in patients with stage IV NSCLC. The latest
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updated data showed that the mPFS was 5.9 months in
the sequential arm and 6.2 months in the concurrent
arm with RECIST best response 11% CR, 57% PR, and
6% SD [70].
Although relatively few studies have been completed,

the impressive efficacy has garnered substantial enthusi-
asm to develop and conduct more clinical trials. The on-
going clinical trials investigating SBRT combined with
PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors in patients with various stages of
NSCLC are presented in Table 2. Among the 24 trials,
the most common study phases were phase 1 and 2,
with only 3 phase 3 trials. Except for stage IV NSCLC,
an increasing number of trials are focusing on early-
stage NSCLC to try to expand the indication. For the
SBRT regimen, there is still a lack of consensus, with
ranges from 30 Gy to 60 Gy in 3 to 5 fractions. Pembro-
lizumab and durvalumab are the two most commonly
used PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors in ongoing trials, which also
include nivolumab, toripalimab, sintilimab, atezolizu-
mab, and avelumab. The primary outcomes mainly focus
on the efficacy and safety of the combination treatment,
involving ORR, PFS, OS, relapse-free survival (RFS),
event-free survival (EFS), time to progression (TTP), and
toxicity rate, with only one exploring the change in the
number of infiltrating CD3+ T cells in lesion biopsy. In
summary, ongoing trials will further help us obtain a
comprehensive understanding of the combination treat-
ment, thus guiding clinical practice to achieve superior
survival benefits.

Future challenges and directions for SBRT
combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors
The optimal radiation dose and fractionation
Despite two decades of increasingly widespread use,
there is still no clear consensus on the recommended
standard dose and fractionation of SBRT in clinical prac-
tice. Current preclinical and clinical trials have studied
several regimens with no conclusion as to which is
optimal.
To date, available SBRT regimens for early-stage

NSCLC involve 30–34 Gy × 1 fraction, 15–20 Gy × 3
fractions, 12 Gy × 4 fractions, and 10–12 Gy × 5 frac-
tions, with the most common overall being the latter
two [71]. A randomized phase II trial showed that 30 Gy
in one fraction was equivalent to 60 Gy in three fractions
with regard to toxicity, local control, PFS, and OS in the
treatment of peripheral stage I-II NSCLC [72]. Similarly,
the phase 2 RTOG 0915 study also found that a single
fraction of 34 Gy and 48 Gy in 4 fractions achieved simi-
lar 5-year primary tumor control rates, with the single
fraction regimen leading to slightly fewer grade 3 or
higher adverse events [73, 74]. Stephans et al. conducted
a retrospective study of NSCLC treated with definitive
intent SBRT, demonstrating that the SBRT regimen of

54–60 Gy in 3 fractions attained a statistically significant
lower local failure (4.3% at 2 years) than 30–34 Gy in 1
fraction (21%), 48–50 Gy in 4–5 fractions (15.5%), and
50–60 Gy in 8–10 fractions (13.3%) [75]. Notably, the
high-dose 3-fraction regimen was associated with slightly
higher but tolerable pulmonary and chest wall toxicities
than the other regimens. In addition, currently limited
data have shown that when combined with PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitors, SBRT doses vary from 30 to 50 Gy in 3 to 5
fractions with acceptable toxicity [39]. The PEMBRO-
RT phase 2 randomized clinical trial demonstrated that
an SBRT dose of 8 Gy × 3 fractions could significantly
enhance the antitumor immunity of pembrolizumab
with improved ORR, PFS, and OS [67].
The selection of the optimal radiation dose and frac-

tionation should, on the one hand, ensure adequate
priming of antitumor immunity and, on the other hand,
minimize the occurrence of adverse effects as much as
possible. We think that the discrepancy in the optimal
radiation dose and fractionation might partly be attrib-
uted to different tumor pathological types, tumor sizes,
tumor locations, metastatic states, intrinsic radiosensitiv-
ity, and host characteristics, which makes it difficult to
directly compare the different studies and determine the
standard regimen. Based on the currently limited data,
we speculate that varying optimal doses and fraction-
ation might exist for patients with multimodal tumor
characteristics and various immune states. In the era of
precision medicine, further analysis is warranted to de-
termine whether subgroups of patients with clear bene-
fits from varying optimal doses and fractionation.

The optimal schedule for combining SBRT and PD-1/PD-
L1 inhibitors
Currently, the optimal schedule for combining SBRT
and PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors remains to be fully eluci-
dated and might have a significant effect on the gener-
ation of a potent and durable antitumor immune
response. Multiple treatment modalities have been
explored over the past few decades focusing on the
optimal schedule, including the sequencing and timing
(concurrent vs. sequential) of the combination.
For the optimal sequencing of the combination, there

is no clear consensus on whether SBRT should be
performed before or after the initiation of PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitors. Generally, based on the immunomodulatory
effect of radiation, evidence has demonstrated that SBRT
has great potential to sensitize subsequent immunother-
apy [13]. Immune activation and the possible conversion
of “cold” to “hot” tumors after SBRT lead to a supportive
tumor microenvironment for subsequent PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitors [34, 76]. In turn, PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors could
reinvigorate exhausted or resting CTLs, which serves as
the basis for SBRT-induced antitumor immunity [51]. A
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Table 2 Ongoing trials of SBRT in combination with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors in NSCLC treatment
NCT number Phase NSCLC

stage
SBRT regimen PD-1/PD-L1

inhibitors
Trial design (Arms) Primary outcome Notes

NCT03050554 Phase 1,
Phase 2

Early stage 12 Gy × 4 fractions
or 10 Gy × 5
fractions over 10–
12 days every other
day

Avelumab
10 mg/kg q2w
for 6 cycles

SBRT + avelumab Safety and tolerability of
the combination treatment;
RFS

To investigate the efficacy of
SBRT combined with avelumab
in the treatment for early stage
NSCLC

NCT03924869 Phase 3 medically
inoperable
stage I or
IIA

45–54 Gy/3–5
fractions over
approximately 2
weeks every 3 days

Pembrolizumab
200 mg q3w
for up to 17
cycles

Experimental: SBRT +
pembrolizumab
Placebo comparator:
SBRT + placebo

EFS (up to approximately 6
years); OS (up to
approximately 6 years)

To explore the efficacy and
safety of SBRT plus
pembrolizumab in the treatment
of medically inoperable Stage I
or IIA NSCLC.

NCT03383302 Phase 1,
Phase 2

Stage I and
II

18 Gy × 3 fractions
or 11 Gy × 5
fractions

Nivolumab
240 mg q2w
for up to 1 year

Nivolumab + SBRT Assessment of lung toxicity
(pneumonitis)[6 months
from final dose of SBRT
administered for each
patient ]

To assess the lung toxicities from
treatment with nivolumab after
SBRT for early stage NSCLC

NCT03574220 Phase 1 Medically
inoperable
early stage

50 Gy in 5 fractions
over 5–14 days, or
60 Gy in 3 fractions
over 8–15 days.

Pembrolizumab
200 mg q3w
for up to 6
months

Pembrolizumab + SBRT Percent of patients tolerant
to study drug (up to 12
months)

To explore the efficacy of SBRT
combined with pembrolizumab
in the treatment of medically
inoperable early stage NSCLC

NCT02599454 Phase 1 Stage I 50Gy in 4 fractions
for peripherally
located tumors and
50 Gy in 5 fractions
for centrally located
tumors

Atezolizumab
Courses repeat
every 3 weeks

Atezolizumab + SBRT Maximum tolerated dose
(9 weeks)

To investigate the toxicities and
best dose of atezolizumab that
can be given together with SBRT
in treating patients with stage I
NSCLC that cannot be removed
by surgery

NCT03217071 Phase 2 stage I–IIIA 12 Gy in 1 fraction Pembrolizumab
200 mg q3w
for 2 cycles

Pembrolizumab vs.
pembrolizumab + SBRT

Change in number of
infiltrating CD3+ T cells/
μm2

To determine whether
neoadjuvant pembrolizumab
+/− SRT is sufficient to produce
a two-fold change in the CD3+ T
cell population, comparing pre-
treatment biopsy tissue to post-
treatment resection specimens

NCT03436056 Phase 1 Stage IV 30 Gy in 3 fractions,
54 Gy in 3 fractions,
the maximum
tolerated dose
determined before

Pembrolizumab
200 mg q3w

Dose escalation cohort
1, SBRT 30 Gy 3 fractions
+ pembrolizumab
Dose escalation cohort
2, SBRT 54 Gy 3 fractions
+ pembrolizumab
Expansion cohort,
maximum tolerated
dose determined before
+p embrolizumab

Toxicity rate, (12 weeks
from the last dose of lung
SBRT) establish the
recommended dose of
SBRT (12 weeks from the
last dose of lung SBRT)

To explore the safety of SBRT
combined with pembrolizumab
and establish the recommended
dose for phase 2 trials of lung
SBRT that can be safely
combined with pembrolizumab.

NCT03867175 Phase 3 Stage IV 3–10 treatments of
SBRT

Pembrolizumab
200 mg q3-4w
for up to 1 year

Experimental arm, SBRT
+ pembrolizumab
Control arm,
Pembrolizumab alone

PFS (up to 5 years) To explore how well SBRT
combined with immunotherapy
works compared with
immunotherapy alone after first-
line systemic therapy in patients
with stage IV NSCLC

NCT02904954 Phase 2 Stage I, II,
and IIIA

SBRT delivered in 3
daily fractions

Durvalumab Experimental arm,
Durvalumab + SBRT
Control arm,
Durvalumab alone

Disease-free survival (up to
26 months)

To find out the effectiveness of
durvalumab with or without
SBRT as treatment for stage I, II,
and IIIA NSCLC prior to surgery
and 1 year following surgery

NCT03589547 Phase 2 Stage III 20 Gy in 2 fractions Durvalumab
10 mg/kg q2w
for up to 1 year

Durvalumab + SBRT Number of patients
experiencing grade 2 or
higher toxicities during
combination therapy (the
first 3 months of
durvalumab)
Average PFS (for about 5
years)

To investigate the safety and
efficacy of the combination of
durvalumab and SBRT.

NCT03148327 Phase 1,
Phase 2

non-
metastatic,
early stage

54 Gy in 3 fractions
or 50 Gy in 4
fractions or 65 Gy in
10 fractions

Durvalumab
1500 mg q4w
for up to 4
cycles

SBRT + durvalumab
SBRT alone

treatment-related adverse
events as assessed by
CTCAE v4.0(4 months),
mPFS (2 years)

To explore the safety and
efficacy of the combination of
durvalumab and SBRT vs. SBRT
alone

NCT03110978 Phase 2 Stage I,
selected
stage IIa or
isolated

SBRT Nivolumab
For up to 12
weeks

SBRT alone
SBRT + nivolumab

Event-free survival (EFS) [2
years]

To investigate the efficacy of
SBRT combined with nivolumab
in patients with stage I–IIA NSCL
C
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Table 2 Ongoing trials of SBRT in combination with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors in NSCLC treatment (Continued)
NCT number Phase NSCLC

stage
SBRT regimen PD-1/PD-L1

inhibitors
Trial design (Arms) Primary outcome Notes

NCT03446547 Phase 2 Stage I SBRT 3–4 fractions Durvalumab
1500 mg q4w
for up to 1 year

Arm A, SBRT
Arm B, SBRT +
durvalumab

Time to progression (TTP) To explore the efficacy of SBRT
combined with durvalumab in
patients with stage I NSCLC

NCT03833154 Phase 3 Early stage SBRT Durvalumab
1500 mg q4w
for up to 2 year

Experimental arm,
Durvalumab + SBRT
Control arm, Placebo +
SBRT

PFS (up to 5 years) To assess the efficacy and safety
of durvalumab versus placebo
following SBRT in patients with
unresected Stage I/II lymph
node-negative NSCLC.

NCT02407171 Phase 1,
Phase 2

Stage IV 30 Gy in 5 fractions,
30 Gy in 3 fractions,
10 Gy in 1 fraction

Pembrolizumab
200 mg q2w

SBRT + pembrolizumab ORR (up to 12 months)
Dose-limiting toxicity (up to
12 months)

To explore the efficacy and
safety of SBRT combined with
pembrolizumab in metastatic
NSCLC.

NCT02444741 Phase 1,
Phase 2

Stage IV 50 Gy in 4 fractions
or 45 Gy in 15
fractions

Pembrolizumab
200 mg q2w

SBRT + pembrolizumab ORR; incidence of toxicity;
maximum tolerated dose of
pembrolizumab and SBRT

To explore the efficacy and
safety of SBRT combined with
pembrolizumab in stage IV NSCL
C. The research also aims to
compare different types of
radiotherapy.

NCT02608385 Phase 1 Stage IV 3 or 5 doses of
SBRT to the chosen
metastases

Pembrolizumab
200 mg q3w

SBRT + pembrolizumab Recommended SBRT dose
in combination with
Pembrolizumab.

To evaluate the safety of SBRT
combined with pembrolizumab
and determine the safe doses of
radiation when used together
with pembrolizumab.

NCT02658097 Phase 2 Stage IV 8 Gy in 1 fraction Pembrolizumab
200 mg q3w

SBRT + Pembrolizumab ORR To explore the efficacy of SBRT
combined with pembrolizumab
with some focus on the tumor
responses outside the radiation
field.

NCT02492568 Phase 2 Stage IV 24 Gy in 3 fractions Pembrolizumab
200 mg q3w
for up to 2
years

SBRT + pembrolizumab
vs. pembrolizumab alone

ORR To evaluate the increase in ORR
in the pembrolizumab alone arm
compared to the
pembrolizumab after SBRT arm
at 12 weeks

NCT03812549 Phase 1 Stage IV 30 Gy in 3 fractions Sintilimab
200 mg q3w
for up to 2
years

SBRT + low dose
radiotherapy (LDRT)
dose from 2 to 10 Gy +
sintilimab vs. SBRT +
LDRT dose at MTD
determined + sintilimab

Number of participants
with adverse events and
dose limiting toxicities

To investigate the safety and
tolerability of sintilimab in
combination with concurrent
SBRT and low dose radiotherapy
in patients with stage IV NSCLC

NCT03275597 Phase 1 Stage IV 30 and 50 Gy in five
fractions over 2
weeks

Durvalumab
1500 mg q4w
Tremelimumab
75 mg q4w

SBR + durvalumab +
tremelimumab

Safety and tolerability To evaluate safety and
tolerability of dual checkpoint
inhibition of durvalumab and
tremelimumab with SBRT in the
treatment of oligometastatic
NSCLC and to examine the
sequential delivery of SBRT to all
disease sites followed by
combination of durvalumab and
tremelimumab.

NCT04238169 Phase 2 Stage IV 30–50 Gy in 5
fractions

Toripalimab
240 mg q3w
for 9 cycles

SBRT + toripalimab
vs.
SBRT + Bevacizumab +
toripalimab

ORR To investigate the effect of SBRT
and immunotherapy combined
with bevacizumab or not in
stage IV NSCLC with previously
failed after chemotherapy.

NCT04255836 Phase 2 oligo-
metastatic

50–60 Gy/≤ 10
fractions

Durvalumab
1500 mg q3w
for 4 cycles and
1500 mg q4w
for 2 years

Durvalumab +
chemotherapy + SBRT

PFS To assess the efficacy and safety
of durvalumab combined with
chemotherapy and SBRT in
patients with oligo-metastatic
NSCLC

NCT03955198 Phase 2 Advanced
NSCLC
with 1 to 4
brain
metastases

SBRT Durvalumab SBRT vs. SBRT +
durvalumab

Time to intra-cranial
progression

To evaluate whether the
combination of SBRT with
durvalumab in patients with
brain metastases from NSCLC
improves brain tumor control
compared to SBRT alone.

NSCLC non-small cell lung cancer, SBRT stereotactic body radiotherapy, SABR stereotactic ablative radiotherapy, RFS relapse free survival, EFS event-free survival, OS
overall survival, PFS progression-free survival, TTP time to progression, ORR overall response rate
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retrospective analysis from two prospective study of
nivolumab combined with stereotactic radiosurgery
(SRS) in treatment of advanced metastatic melanoma
showed that there was no significant difference in OS
and local control among the subgroups of SRS either be-
fore, during, or after administration of nivolumab [77].
To date, there has been a lack of relevant trials compar-
ing the two schedules head to head. The current treat-
ment combination tends to favor SBRT prior to PD-1/
PD-L1 inhibitors. Whether sequencing affects the
efficacy and safety of the combination remains to be
further investigated.
In an effort to minimize adverse effects, when SBRT is

combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors for tumor
treatment, there is a great predisposition to select
sequential instead of concurrent combination schedules
in clinical research and practice. The originally published
KEYNOTE-001 and PACIFIC trials both demonstrated
the feasibility and efficacy of sequential radiotherapy
combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors [62, 64]. None-
theless, considering that previous studies have confirmed
that concurrent chemoradiotherapy and concurrent
chemotherapy with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors achieve su-
perior survival benefits compared with sequential sched-
ules, attention is increasingly being focused on exploring
whether the optimal schedule applies to SBRT combined
with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors [78, 79]. Promisingly, the
currently available data of the concurrent incorporation
of SBRT and PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors demonstrated
substantially improved PFS and OS with manageable
toxicity [39, 67]. In addition, Hettich et al. conducted a
detailed tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte (TIL) kinetic
evaluation of the tumor microenvironment after hypo-
fractionated radiotherapy of 24 Gy in 2 fractions,
observing that there was a transient increase in
tumor-specific CD8+ TILs at approximately days 5–8
after radiation, while unexpectedly, suppressive Treg
cells dominated around days 10–16 [80]. This finding
proposes another challenge regarding the ideal time
interval between SBRT and PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors.
Mechanistically, to achieve the best efficacy, the ideal
time interval should integrate SBRT-induced immune
sensitization with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor-induced
immune activation.
Overall, the optimal schedule should coincide with

enhanced antitumor immunity. Based on the limited
available data, we speculate that the sequencing of the
combination treatment makes almost no difference in ef-
ficacy irrespective of SBRT before or after PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitors. Though with significantly improved survival
outcomes, whether it is optimal to concurrently combine
SBRT with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors possibly at the cost of
increased toxicities remains to be further investigated.
Prospective head-to-head clinical trials are warranted to

provide more solid evidence and further guide clinical
research and practice.

Selection of a suitable irradiated volume and target
Evidence has demonstrated that SBRT could accurately
deliver high doses to target lesions with minimal damage
to surrounding healthy tissues. Nonetheless, there is still
a lack of consensus on the suitable irradiated lesion
volume and target to achieve the best efficacy. Moreover,
with the increasingly significant benefits of SBRT in
oligometastatic NSCLC, there is a growing concern
about whether multisite therapy is superior to single-
single therapy.
Weighing the efficacy and safety of SBRT treatment,

the most suitable irradiated volume remains unclear.
Studies have shown that the overall tumor burden may
have a substantial correlation with systemic immune re-
sponses [56]. Notably, it has been found that increased
tumor burdens might give rise to decreased efficacy of
PD-1 inhibitors. SBRT at high doses can play a signifi-
cant role in tumor debulking, which could further pave
the way for the administration of PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors.
Of particular concern, generally, a larger irradiated
volume could result in a dramatically decreased tumor
burden, which allows for further treatment. In addition,
the selection of a larger irradiated volume can cover the
malignant tissue more comprehensively, thus reducing
the recurrence of the primary lesions. However, consid-
ering safety, the relatively larger irradiated volume might
be limited by critical nearby normal structures, including
the bronchial tree, heart, brachial plexus, and esophagus.
In addition, the adjacent, potentially affected draining
lymphatics should also be considered in the selection of
the suitable irradiated volume. Based on previous clinical
practice and research experience, it is generally accepted
that the anatomic draining lymphatics of primary tumors
need to be irradiated with a larger volume to avoid treat-
ment failure involving local failure and regional lymph
node recurrence. Nevertheless, a growing body of evi-
dence indicates that the tumor-associated draining
lymph node is responsible for the generation and prim-
ing of CTLs and further trafficking into the tumor
microenvironment [81–84]. The newly exposed tumor
neoantigens are delivered to the draining lymph nodes,
where they trigger cross-presentation by DCs, thus lead-
ing to a potent antitumor immune response [25, 83].
Therefore, instead of sterilizing draining lymphatics with
larger irradiated volumes, a relatively smaller irradiated
volume might contribute to supportive antitumor
immunity with improved survival outcomes, especially
when combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor treatment.
In order to minimize the potential toxicity, for the

combination treatment in metastatic NSCLC, priority
was initially given to single site irradiation. However,
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further exploration for potent systemic antitumor im-
munity suggests that single site irradiation of metastatic
NSCLC might not be associated with the sufficient gen-
eration, priming, and infiltration of TILs to all lesions.
Multisite irradiation is emerging as a paradigm shift to
optimize the efficacy of SBRT combined with PD-1/PD-
L1 inhibitors. A phase I trial and the phase II multicen-
ter SABR-COMET trial both demonstrated that multi-
site SBRT followed by PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors resulted in
high local and distant lesion control with well-tolerated
toxicities [39, 85]. Increasing evidence has confirmed the
feasibility and necessity of multisite irradiation. For one
thing, compared with a single site to pursue relatively
rare “abscopal” effects, multisite SBRT is likely to stimu-
late a more robust systemic immune response [86]. Re-
search has revealed that tumor-specific and site-specific
immunogenic heterogeneity exists, which indicates that
each lesion might require its own specific stimulation;
thus, targeting a single site might fail to broadly activate
antitumor immunity [87, 88]. Multisite SBRT may facili-
tate increased antigen release and presentation, which
ultimately induces enhanced priming and trafficking of
TILs to the corresponding TME. For another, multisite
SBRT could achieve a pronounced reduction in overall
tumor burden, which contributes to optimizing re-
sponses to PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors [56]. Therefore, in the
context of controlled, tolerable toxicity, multisite SBRT
has the potential to achieve superior survival benefits,
especially when combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors.
Of particular concern, current SBRT delivery is re-
stricted to approximately three isocenters per patient
per day, which poses great challenges in treating patients
with 4 or more sites of metastatic NSCLC [86]. Further,
development of improved facilities that are capable of
autonomously contouring, planning, and delivering ir-
radiation all in only one day is urgently needed to
achieve more isocenters that can be conducted in one
session.
Instead of one-cycle simultaneous multisite SBRT, we

consider whether we could achieve better clinical effi-
cacy by completing SBRT of all lesions in multiple cycles
with each cycle delivering to one to two lesions. It has
been demonstrated that SBRT could stimulate potent
antitumor immunity and further provide a supportive
tumor microenvironment for PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors.
Nonetheless, the radiation-induced immune activation
effect is not sustained. Challenges are posed regarding
whether multisite SBRT should be performed in several
cycles (“pulsing” regimen) to further consolidate and po-
tentiate the antitumor immune response, thus achieving
potent and durable antitumor immunity as well as sub-
stantially improved survival outcomes. Besides, current
available studies on SBRT combined with PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitors are mostly limited to oligometastatic NSCLC

(< 5 sites) while for NSCLC with limited metastases (> 5
sites), whether multisite SBRT or even all-site SBRT
combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors could attain su-
perior survival benefits remains to be explored clinically.
For the combination treatment, the selection of a suit-
able irradiated volume and target of SBRT should not
only pursue superior survival benefits but also place
great emphasis on potential toxicities. The above ana-
lysis indicates that a relatively smaller irradiated volume
in one site, and multisite irradiation has a promising
perspective in future clinical practice. The “pulsing”
regimen of multisite SBRT might possibly achieve poten-
tiated and durable immune activation. Further, prospect-
ive clinical trials are warranted to provide more solid
evidence and more specific standards.

Potential predictive biomarkers in the combination
treatment
The identification of predictive biomarkers to determine
the best benefit population is a prerequisite for the
widespread application of specific treatments in clinical
practice. Nonetheless, current biomarkers for SBRT
combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors remain unclear.
Since the breakthrough of PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors in

cancer treatment, research on their predictive bio-
markers has been continuous. To date, a variety of
biomarkers have been observed that can potentially pre-
dict survival outcomes, but none have definite criteria or
efficacy. Intratumoral PD-L1 expression emerged as the
first predictive biomarker to select a suitable population
for PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor treatment [89]. Multiple clin-
ical trials (including KEYNOTE-024, IMpower110, etc.)
confirmed that NSCLC patients with high PD-L1 expres-
sion tended to achieve better survival benefits when
treated with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors [3, 90]. Independent
of PD-L1 expression, tumor mutation burden (TMB),
and reflecting genomic instability, can assess the status
of tumor neoantigens and further reveal the immune
competence of the tumor microenvironment to some
extent [91]. It has been demonstrated that high TMB (≥
10 mutations/mb) was correlated with favorable survival
outcomes with substantially improved PFS and OS in
PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor treatmen t[92, 93]. Mismatch re-
pair (MMR) deficiency and microsatellite instability have
also shown valuable predictive power, which shed light
on a new direction for gene analysis to precisely predict
the efficacy of PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors [94, 95]. Besides,
TILs, especially CTLs and cytokines, could also poten-
tially act as promising biomarkers for inhibitor treatment
[93, 96]. With regard to SBRT, exploratory analysis
showed that radiomics signatures have great potential as
imaging predictive biomarkers, such as 18F-FDG PET/
CT radiomics and apparent diffusion coefficient for
NSCLC patients treated with SBRT [97–99]. Moreover,
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research has found that systemic inflammation metrics
involving the neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio, platelet-
lymphocyte ratio, and lymphocyte-monocyte ratio could
exert reliable predictive roles in identifying optimal
patients for SBRT treatment [100].
Although the predictive biomarkers above have shown

encouraging roles in PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors or SBRT
monotherapy, their effects on combination treatment re-
main unknown. Furthermore, in view of the uncertainty
and variability of current biomarkers, further studies of
combined therapeutic biomarkers are warranted to carry
out new explorations and establish new practices. In-
stead of the use of a single biomarker, the integrated
tumor microenvironment-based signature with multiple
parameters, including CTLs, PD-L1 expression, and
TMB, might be associated with a higher value of efficacy
prediction [101]. This sheds light on the idea that future
research of an optimized predictive paradigm for
combination treatment should attach importance to the
incorporation of several biomarkers. Notably, in addition
to economic considerations, the integrated biomarkers
should be independent of each other, which is the basis
for further exploration. Besides, the unresolved chal-
lenges still exist, including undefined cutoff thresholds,
various testing assays, lack of representativeness of the
biopsy samples, and repeated invasive biopsy. Therefore,
progress in prospective trials is warranted not only to
determine the current biomarker standard but also to
explore novel approaches, such as circulating tumor cells
and/or tumor DNA, in the mode of “liquid biopsy”.
It is universally accepted that SBRT combined with

PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors could elicit synergistic effects.
Nonetheless, when SBRT or PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor
monotherapy can achieve significant clinical benefits, the
selection of combination treatment at the expense of
additional toxicities might be unreasonable. The identifi-
cation of biomarkers to recognize populations suitable
for monotherapy or combination treatment is of great
significance. Patients with high PD-L1 expression have
been observed to be more susceptible to PD-1/PD-L1 in-
hibitor monotherapy with substantially improved PFS
and OS [3]. PD-L1 expression has become a screening
criterion for the use of pembrolizumab in NSCLC treat-
ment. Of particular interest, in a multicenter, random-
ized phase 2 study, it was observed that patients with
PD-L1–negative NSCLC have a much higher response
rate to combination treatment than those with PD-L1–
positive NSCLC [67]. Statistically, significant differences
in OS were found only in the PD-L1-negative subgroup
instead of the PD-L1-positive subgroup (HR, 0.48; 95%
CI, 0.24–0.99; p = 0.046; and HR, 1.4; 95% CI, 0.42–4.66;
P = 0.58, respectively) [67]. An explanation of the
phenomenon is that PD-L1-negative expression can be
converted to positive during SBRT treatment, which

further has a sensitizing effect on PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors
[42, 76]. This finding indicates that negative PD-L1 ex-
pression may be an effective biomarker for screening the
most suitable patients for treatment with SBRT com-
bined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors. Similarly, to avoid
overtreatment, other biomarkers also need to be further
studied.
Up to now, due to a lack of sufficient research

evidence, there are no validated predictive biomarkers to
identify patients who are prone to responding to the
combination of SBRT and PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors. The
factors above might have some potential predictive value
but are accompanied by some uncertainty. Further,
confirmation and other potential biomarkers remain to
be fully investigated.

Safety
Although SBRT combined with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors
has promising potential to achieve superior clinical
efficacy, the regimen might place patients at risk of in-
curring increased toxicities, which could restrain its
widespread application in clinical research and practice.
Hence, further research to determine and characterize
the safety of the combination treatment remains to be
fully conducted.
Early exploration, including the KEYNOTE 001 and

PACIFIC trials, both showed that the combination treat-
ment was well tolerated with acceptable toxicities in pa-
tients with NSCLC [62, 64]. In detail, the secondary
analysis of KEYNOTE-001 demonstrated that there was
a statistical difference in treatment-related pulmonary
toxicities between patients with prior thoracic radiother-
apy and those without (13% vs. 1%, P = 0.046), while
high-grade pulmonary toxicities showed no significant
difference [62]. Likewise, the phase 3 PACIFIC study
found that the occurrence rate of grade ≥ 3 immune-
related adverse events (irAEs), of which pneumonitis
accounted for the majority, did not differ significantly
between the durvalumab arm and the placebo arm
(29.9% vs. 26.1%), with grade ≥ 3 pneumonitis in 3.4%
and 2.6%, respectively [64]. Findings from the two trials
provided a basis and support for further studies. Except
for some case reports [102–104], several prospective and
retrospective studies irrespective of single arm or mul-
tiple arms, randomized, or nonrandomized have been
conducted. A multicenter safety and toxicity analysis
showed that the associated subacute grade ≥ 3 irAEs in
patients with SBRT in combination with ICIs or SBRT
monotherapy were 26.8% and 2.9%, respectively. The
risks of any grade pneumonitis were similar in the two
groups (33.9% vs 27.9%, p = 0.47), with a significant dif-
ference in grade ≥ 3 pneumonitis (10.7% vs 0%, p < 0.01)
[105]. A phase 1 study with multisite SBRT and pembro-
lizumab treatment as well as the PEMBRO-RT phase 2
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randomized trial showed concordant results with
tolerable irAEs [39, 67]. Notably, the combination
treatment could also result in fatal irAEs, which should
receive more attention. In a meta-analysis, the toxicity-
related fatality rates were 0.36% in patients treated with
PD-1 inhibitors and 0.38% in those treated with PD-L1
inhibitors [106]. The corresponding fatal irAEs mainly
included pneumonitis (35%), hepatitis (22%), and neuro-
toxicity (15%). The combination regimen might induce
overlapping damage, thus leading to the higher occur-
rence of fatal irAEs than that with monotherapy. With
limited data on fatal irAEs, further analysis to explore
the potential predictive or affecting factors of fatal toxic-
ities is warranted.
Of particular concern, accumulating research has

revealed that there is a potential possibility that the
improved survival duration and outcomes might be
coupled to the development of irAEs. Several published
trials have shown that the occurrence of irAEs might be
associated with substantially improved ORR, PFS, and
OS in patients with NSCLC who were treated with PD-
1/PD-L1 inhibitor monotherapy [107–109]. This predis-
position is found in the combination treatment as well.
In a retrospective analysis of 201 patients treated with
nivolumab combined with prior thoracic radiotherapy,
improved mPFS and lower disease progression rates
were found in patients with a history of treatment-
related pneumonitis compared with those with no such
history (3.6 vs. 2.3 months, p = 0.023; 29.4% vs. 47.9%, p
= 0.059) [110]. Likewise, Hwang et al. demonstrated that
patients with grade 2 or higher irAEs, especially pneu-
monitis, had superior survival benefits [107]. We specu-
late that the development of irAEs might be related to
an overactive immune response, which partly indicates
that the combination treatment evokes potent antitumor
immunity. Hence, there is a high possibility that the oc-
currence of irAEs is not only closely related to the over-
lapping toxicity of combination treatment but also has a
predictive role in improved PFS and OS. Despite the
data mentioned above, there remains controversy over
whether irAEs could predict potent antitumor effects
and improved survival. Some large retrospective studies
have failed to demonstrate a relationship between irAEs
and clinical benefits [111, 112]. Moreover, a subset of
patients with severe and even fatal irAEs could develop
poor prognosis and even die. The discontinuation of
PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors when severe irAEs occur may
affect the therapeutic efficacy as well [64]. Overall,
though irAEs might have a promising role in predicting
improved clinical efficacy, challenges remain to be
solved, including more solid evidence, more specific
standards and guidelines, the potential mechanism,
whether the management of irAEs could affect their
predictive role, and other uncertainties.

Increased DNA damage, redundant TIL and inflamma-
tory cytokine release, and potential overlapping toxicities
lead to overactive antitumor immunity and fragile dam-
aged tissue, which mainly manifests as the occurrence of
irAEs. More effort is needed to explore the challenges
related to irAEs. First, irAEs vary in initial attack, kinet-
ics, and presentation in clinical research and practice.
Studies are warranted to explore the potential predictive
or affecting factors and to identify which patients are
prone to certain irAEs for early prevention and focused
monitoring. We speculate that a variety of factors may
contribute to the development of irAEs, including tumor
stage, pathological type, size and location, baseline
irradiated organ status, prior treatments, specific SBRT
regimen, certain PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors, and the pa-
tient’s overall status. Further, studies are needed to verify
these risk factors with some focus on other unexplored
potential factors. Second, although most of the irAEs
can be treated relatively well, there are still some irAEs
that are refractory to current recommendation stan-
dards. These irAEs tend to develop because of poor re-
sponse to treatment, thus resulting in death. Therefore,
more research should focus on the management of
current treatment refractory irAEs, which could help im-
prove the quality of life and prolong the survival of pa-
tients. Third, according to the current treatment
standard, PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors should be discontinued
when grade ≥ 3 irAEs occur [113]. Uncertainty remains
regarding whether to recommence PD-1/PD-L1 inhibi-
tor treatment after recovery from irAEs. If PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitor treatment cannot be continued, the best alter-
native therapy needs to be explored. In conclusion, more
robust randomized prospective clinical trials with longer
and rigorous follow-ups are warranted to obtain a com-
prehensive understanding of the undue toxicities from
the combination treatment.

Others
Of particular concern, in addition to the above
unresolved clinical challenges, there are other unknown
practical considerations that remain to be further inves-
tigated. First, the current research on the combination
treatment mainly focuses on advanced NSCLC. Evidence
has shown that patients with early-stage NSCLC still
have an unsatisfactory 5-year survival rates ranging from
30 to 49% after definitive resection or SBRT. Therefore,
clinical trials are desperately needed to determine
whether combination treatment is more effective than
SBRT or surgery alone in patients with early stage NSCL
C. Second, regarding the PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors in
combination treatment, several clinical considerations
remain to be solved, including the optimal duration of
PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor treatment post SBRT to achieve a
durable and effective antitumor response, whether the
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dosing regimen should be adjusted based on monother-
apy dosing to minimize the potentially increased toxic-
ities, and whether there is a certain PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitor that can attain the optimal survival outcomes
when combined with SBRT. Third, different treatment
regimens have different mechanisms of action, which
might partly change the physiological and pathological
state of the body. Further research is needed to deter-
mine whether patients’ previous treatment regimens
affect the efficacy and safety of combination treatment.
Fourth, clinical trials are warranted to identify the po-
tential beneficial population. In addition to the study
population in clinical trials, patients with pre-existing
autoimmune diseases, chronic viral infections, organ
dysfunction, or other underlying diseases should also be
given more attention to explore whether the benefits
they can receive outweigh the potential excess toxicities
from the combination treatment.

Conclusion
Advances in PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors have resulted in a
paradigm shift in the management of patients with
NSCLC. Nonetheless, immune escape and immune re-
sistance limit their antitumor effect in the majority of
patients. The noninvasive, well-tolerated SBRT could
substantially modulate the tumor microenvironment to
further make tumors more sensitive to PD-1/PD-L1 in-
hibitors, which depicts a promising landscape of the
synergistic combination treatment for NSCLC. To our
knowledge, the published data, though limited, indicate
that the combination treatment has considerable prom-
ise in future NSCLC treatment. Critically, before the
extensive application of this combination protocol in
clinical practice, more preclinical and clinical trials are
urgently needed to provide definite evidence and resolve
the challenges discussed above.
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